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The First World War raged from 1914 to 1918 in a muddy, bloody ditch in western Europe, witnessing the introduction of machine guns and poison gases into combat. Learn more about the battles and key figures of the Great War, as well as its impact on cultural, economic, and social life around the
world. A few years ago, a strange thing started to happen to a PC. Perhaps it is driven by slaughtery, high-tech cases that Apple computers are delivered, or by boxes that look odd, stylish that PC makers like Dell, Gateway and HP are starting to call sophisticated designs. Perhaps someone is inspired by
a intercepted paint job that you can find at any custom car show. But whatever the cause, PC owners (and some Mac owners) are beginning to adjust their cases. Over time, hobbies take modding names, and those who change their cases take title modders. Not putting too subtle the point on it, but
modders their PC mode. Sometimes it's an inlaid wooden box that combines upscale office decorations. More often than not, modding is an exercise in the advantages of geek. For a perfect example of case mode desires out of control, see what the ExtremeTech editors do in Geeks Just want to Have
their Funafter inspired by EverGlide Giganta Ray Mouse Pad.A modding basic rule: your imagination should be the only limit to what you can do to your PC housing. Some incredible design airbrush modders on the base box, and whatever you see on the hot trunk or Harley - from fire to skull to American
flag - have done to PC cases. One of the most popular modes, so popular you can buy kits to make it easier, involves cutting windows into cases and installing a plastic window that reveals intently placed inside the house, cable, card and soft water cooling illustrated by hidden lights. A lot of modders
started alone. Then, as bug bites, they acquire useful skills in any custom car shop, from wiring to welding to preparing cases for smooth mirror paint work. Today, classic modes such as glowing fans, cold cathed light kits and case windows have become cheap and simple, boxed with instructions at your
local computer store for less than $10. They are a great place to start. G4TechTV's Yoshi (a former colleague of me while I was at TechTV) was a modest worth mentioning. If you haven't seen it yet, see Yoshi's Boxx, a fully scammed game PC that also packs the 2600 Atari, Nintendo Entertainment
System, Microsoft Xbox, Nintendo GameCube and Sony Playstation 2. In words: Wow! And then there is a really over-the-top mode that looks like they're built by model makers from Hollywood in an hour off A delicate example is called Matrix Rebirth 8.0. Think matrix meets modelling kits — all with PCs
in them. You can find some basic modes on shelves in your local computer store, from window kits to fans with LED lights. At about $10, the basic mode kit is an excellent place to start. Start. However, start with the design of the case you like, whether it's a shiny aluminium wondering or a plastic case
that strongly resembles Tux, a Linux penguin. Then go to break; crazy (or more obsessive) better. Some modders will spend hours and hours getting their case exactly right. See ExtremeTech's Crazy Custom Case Mode Contest (Be sure to check for 11-hour entries in Discover Stragglers.) And have fun!
May 10 is a happy day for millions of U.S. troops -- Europe's World War II campaign is officially over, and the military will be on its way home. Several soldiers, however, were sent to the Pacific Theatre to keep fighting. The World War II timeline below summarizes the milestones that occurred during the
war from May 8, 1945, to May 16, 1945. World War II Timeline: May 8-May 16 May 8: Victory in Europe (V-E) Day declared as German troops continue to surrender to Allies across Europe. Hermann Göring surrendered to allied troops. He will be, along with Admiral Dönitz, the highest-least Nazi to face
trial in Nuremberg. May 9: Norwegian collaborator and turncoat of the famous Vidkun Quisling turned themselves in to authorities in Oslo. Allies considered control of German heavy cruise ship Prinz Eugen in the port of Copenhagen, Denmark. May 10: The United States high command announces that
more than three million American troops stationed in Europe will soon be on their way home or to the Pacific Theatre. May 11: Australian troops capture Wewak from Japan, giving control over all New Guinea ports to the Allies. May 12: Washington temporarily suspends lease of loan assistance to the
Soviet Union. American Marines suffered heavy casualties as Japanese troops defended their position at Okinawa Sugar Loaf Hill. May 14: Austria's own determination returns to Vienna for the first time since the Anschluss. Allies discovered wealth in gold, currencies, and art concealed by the Nazis in
the Austrian salt mine. The USAAF B-29 bomber dropped about 2,500 infertility devices in the Japanese city of Nagoya. Mid-May: 1.2 million soldiers at the German Army Group Center dissolved. Most will end up in the custody of the U.S. or Soviet Union. May 16: Japanese cruise haguro descends on the
Straits of Malacca after coming under attack by a small force of British destroyers. The headlines of World War II Here are more events outlining the events of World War II and show the details of Hermann Göring's submission, as well as the celebration of American and British victories in May 1945.
Wernher von Braun, the German rocket man, became an American hero following the 1969 landing: Wernher von Braun was steered (he said depressed) into the Nazi Party and SS because of his genius with rocketry. While developing a V-2 rocket in Pennemünde, Braun visited the facility where the
laborer drowned and died in a sad state. Fearing the coming Soviet Forces, Braun and his troops surrendered to the U.S. U.s. on 3 May 1945. In the subsequent American Operating Paper, 1,600 German scientists were sent to the United States to develop the space program. Following the 1969 moon
landings, Braun became a hero in America. Hermann Göring surrendered on May 8, 1945: Brigadier General Robert Stack, assistant commander of the 36th U.S. Infantry Division, was handed an envelope on 7 May 1945, addressed to General Eisenhower. It was from Hermann Göring, who agreed to
surrender if General Eisenhower would work with him to restructure Germany. Göring's request was rejected, and he surrendered to the 36th Division the next day. Hermann Göring replaced Adolf Hitler on April 23 by asking that Führer, who was trapped in a bunker in Berlin, named him as Adolf Hitler's
successor. Accusing Hermann Göring of traitors, Adolf Hitler ordered his arrest and is considering ordering his execution. The British celebrate V-E Day on london's streets: On May 8, 1945, allies celebrate Victory in Europe (V-E) Day. Mrs Pat Burgess of Palmers Green in North London cemented a
newspaper announcing the German surrender. He was one of more than a million Londoners taking to the streets to celebrate. They heard an address by King George VI, cheered on the fireworks exploding, and burned the effectiveness of Adolf Hitler. In his speech that day, Winston Churchill
somberously reminded the British that they rejoiced must be brief. Japan, with all its traitors and consciences, remains unsustainable, he said. The German army agreed to an unconditional surrender: Field Marshal Wilhelm Keitel signed ratified terms of submission for the German army on May 8, 1945.
These terms include unconditional surrender of all German armed forces, the cessation of active operations, and the handing over of all weapons and equipment to local Allied commanders. Although the document was ignored to mention the civilian government, an Allied Control Council was later formed
with power over all military and civilian agencies. US soldiers found Nazi looting art in German salt mines: After the war, US soldiers found Édouard Manet's In the Conservatory among many other paintings concealed by the Nazis at a German salt mine. Adolf Hitler's regime began sharing cultural objects
as it rose to power in 1933. As the Germans conquered much of Europe, they seized millions of artworks, many of them from Jewish owners. In Warsaw alone, 13,512 paintings were reported and 1,379 sculptures were stolen. Most of the artworks were returned to their rights owners after the war, but
many others lost indefinitely or became in litigation. America's V-E Day celebrations take place in Times Square: Just as Londoners have done in Piccadilly Circus, New Yorkers packed Times on May 8, 1945, to celebrate V-E Day. By the end of the European war phase, the United States found itself a
key player on the world stage, already assuring leadership status in the United Nations (UN) founded soon. However, American Americans The welcome day has been continued by the april 12 death of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt, who has done so much to ensure the victory of the Allies and the
creation of the United Nations. With Nazi Germany defeated, the Americans focus their attention on the Japanese army at the Pacific Theatre. See next page for a detailed timeline highlighting the important World War II events that took place from May 17, 1945, to May 28, 1945. To follow more major
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